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Have you seen Rich Hickey talk about Datomic?
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RH is very principled in his talks. He defines fundamental primitives of information and
data, very concrete definitions, and builds on top of them beautiful and simple and
virtuous architectures.
That is all fascinating, but this talk is not like that. In the real world, all the systems I’ve
ever built were shit. They’re buggy, they’re slow, there’s boilerplate, engineering
velocity slows down over time. This talk puts the mud under a microscope, we’re
going to dig into that mud to great depth, to try to apply Rich’s ideas to it. To try to tie
Rich’s high level values, to explicit categories of technical debt, and to see how his
values help us to resolve this technical debt.
In simple terms: Rich says immutability in the database is the solution to a lot of
problems. Which problems? Is he right? What does that make possible that wasn’t
before?

Objective
These topics are intertwined, we are going to tease them apart
●
●
●
●
●
●

Data driven systems
REST, Hypermedia, HATEOAS
Object/relational impedance mismatch
Relational databases
Graph databases
Distributed systems

Datomic is the key
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We will explore real-world attempts at data driven systems, like REST and
Hypermedia - both are failures.
We’ll trace these failures deeply, all the way to inability to abstract over the database the failure of ORM.
We’ll explore how much of the boilerplate we generate as programmers is spent
papering over this inability to abstract.
We’ll see how these failures stem from a common root cause, which is mutation in the
database.
We’ll see how Datomic’s information model solves these failures, and thus Datomic is
a new starting point from which to revisit these failures and try to rebuild them from a
firm foundation. If we are successful in this goal, it means we can all write a lot less
code and build the ever more sophisticated systems of next decade. So really, this
talk is about what high level abstractions Datomic makes possible in practice. What a
data driven system of the 2020s might look like.

$20
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This subject is notoriously difficult. It’s been the subject of thousands of flame wars
and probably will continue to be for all time.
This talk has been five years in the making and integrates ideas from dozens of books
and talks. It took a month full-time to prepare and I am still learning every day, finding
and fixing mistakes, or uncovering new questions that need to be answered.
So, when something seems not quite right, please challenge me! Raise a hand or
even just interrupt me. To encourage you to actually do this, at the end of this talk, I’ll
hand this twenty dollar bill to the person who finds the most egregious error.
Alright let’s do this.

Data driven systems today?
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To talk about failures, first we need to talk about a success.

AWS S3
Web Dashboard
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AWS has 50+ APIs. Each has a command line, web dashboard, backend webservice.
Client libraries for Python, Java, Ruby, Javascript, .NET, PHP, Node.
This is Amazon S3 web dashboard.
Listing objects in a bucket and downloading one of them.
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Same thing in AWS Universal CLI.
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Python client library
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Java client library, well part of it, the java example was a lot of code.
All with proper error handling, proper documentation, changes reflected immediately,
mission critical, no bugs.
Do you think a new hire, fresh out of MIT so hey lets make him code the 47th
implementation of a java client library, do you think he ever forgot to attach an async
error callback?
That’s just not okay for a robust system. No human can keep async flows in their
head and not screw it up every single time. They can’t be doing it by hand. Obviously
they are not coding all 50 * N implementations separately. That is crazy. Something is
data driven here.
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botocore/data
Botocore/data - S3/service.json : ListObjects
Universal CLI - ServiceHelpCommand
Python SDK - model.py
AWS SDK Java - AmazonS3Client.java : listBuckets
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12
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Q: What is this abstraction called?
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This is the first Question slide. When you see a question slide, we don’t move forward
until someone yells out the answer.
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Form is the critical primitive in data driven systems

Q: Use “form” in a sentence
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Form is the critical primitive in data driven systems
Fill out this tax form.
In which format would you like the data?

Form is the first primitive
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Forms are data that describe data. Meta-data. Not code.
Forms are the first essential primitive for a data driven system

Q: What is this?
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Link is the other primitive

Restful Web APIs - Mike Amundsen
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Hypermedia control = link + form

Restful Web APIs - Mike Amundsen
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“Control” is something a human interacts with. A button to click.
A human operates the hypermedia controls.
a human chooses which buttons to click, which links to follow
The link defines: What can I do next?
The form defines: How do I do it?
A spaceship has a bunch of controls on it too. A steering wheel, a throttle.
The controls are what a human uses to operate the spaceship.
Spaceship controls are fixed up front though. There’s always a steering wheel. Are
you at light speed? Better not touch the steering wheel or you’ll fly through a star! You
have to have knowledge about the controls. You had to be trained in the air force, or
read the manual.
Hypermedia controls are dynamic. They reflect the state of the system. They let you
know what you’re allowed to do, and they prevent you from doing things that don’t
make sense.
Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State
They should have just called it Links and Forms.

ListObjects -> ListObjectsOutput
ListObjectsOutput -> ObjectList
ObjectList -> Object
Object -> ObjectKey
Key satisfies GetObject
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Walk through the AWS links now, if there is time.

HTML is data driven, the original app as a value!

Restful Web APIs - Mike Amundsen
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Hypermedia = data driven UI = composition
Web Page is composed of forms and links.
Chrome doesn’t have any C++ code specific to Geocities vs Yahoo.
A human can browse web pages with a browser.
The links and forms tell the human what he can do next.
A process can browse web pages too, e.g. googlebot.
The links and forms tell googlebot what he can do next.
A human can browse Amazon S3 with any of the dashboard tools
●
The universal command line
●
The web dashboard
●
Script the browser process easily with the python client library, or java or ruby
Data driven. Separate implementation and behavior.
Data isn’t coupled to anything but itself. So it has fewer bugs.
This is how you can build 10 different clients for 50 different services, without
breaking things.

Q: Is HATEOAS a successful abstraction?

(HATEOAS = forms + links = data driven)
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Well, how is it working out for big companies like, say, Google?
Anyone remember GData?
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Clearly this is a successful abstraction, right? No. All this failed.
GData -> some opaque format
Microsoft -> some opaque format
GData -> some opaque format
I couldn’t figure out what happened here.
HN Search says 9 comments mentioning GData since 2014
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You use the google platform client library now
AWS doesn’t provide a REST api either. Amazon provides client libraries, which
happen to work data driven. It’s not REST.
The idea of HATEOAS - a data driven app, composed of links and forms - is not the
thing that is bad. The problem is that HATEOAS got coupled to REST.
https://developers.google.com/api-client-library/
http://google.github.io/google-api-python-client/docs/epy/index.html

Q: Why did REST fail?
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Q: Why did REST fail?
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Two categories of links, or maybe three.
Outgoing links, embedded links, and side effects.
“Download as” “open” “get size” - which are these? Outgoing
“Create folder” “upload” - which are these? Side effects
Embedded links.You could consider each item in this collection to be an embedded
link. Collections aren’t very interesting, it’s much more interesting when the data is
graph shaped.

Q: Why did REST fail?
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Web dashboards are super heavy on embedded links.
AWS is mostly about side effects. A little bit of dashboard stuff.
Facebook is almost all dashboard, and a little bit of side effects. It’s read skewed by
far.
There are a lot of embedded links. The data access patterns are what’s important.
The job of the user interface is to bake in some good data access patterns, to put
information to the user in the right patterns to maximize utility for a human brain.
Link following is slow. Each link followed is client/server round trip.

Q: Is this composition?
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I mean it looks like composition, right?
Boxes nested in boxes. Big components composed out of smaller components.
Recursively.
Use it in a sentence. My timeline is composed of each of my posts. A post is
composed of a picture, text, comments and likes.

Q: Is this function composition?
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It depends, right? Depends on what?
If the data is local, this could be function composition.
This is the virtual dom abstraction React.js gives us. Virtual dom gives us the tools to
model the View as function composition.
But, Only if the data is LOCAL!
UI is more than View! It is not enough to compose the view. You need to fetch the
data.

Q: What does Rich Hickey call this?
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https://github.com/matthiasn/talk-transcripts/blob/
master/Hickey_Rich/ValueOfValues.md

Who all remembers this slide?
What is he talking about?
The update-in-place nature of databases means we have to keep moving data to and
from the database to do every little thing.
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“Nothing composes with places”

34:24
https://www.infoq.com/presentations/Value-Values

So to state the goal up front: Remove the need to think about places, thus making
composition fast again. If we can do that, it means our abstractions will be good
again.
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Q: Is this function composition?
kendo.data.DataSource
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No, obviously not.
Now we have an async, slow, failure-prone concern, throughout in our entire
codebase.

Q: Is this function composition?
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Yeah it is! We’ve used monads to make async things properly compose pretty much
like functions.
Now we have an async, slow, failure-prone concern, throughout in our entire
codebase.

Q: Is this function composition?
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Even if each box is using promises on the inside. Do the boxes compose? No.
We can use core.async- each box could accept and return a core.async channel.
Now they compose. Does that solve anything?
No, what we have is an async, slow, failure-prone concern, throughout in our entire
codebase.

Pete Hunt, Facebook, April 2014
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REST is slow at graph traversals, due to the latency between client and server
I/O broke the abstraction
I call this the “subresource problem”
In our head, subresources are just composition
In reality, they don’t compose at all

hypermedia =
link following =
graph navigation =
JVM object reference traversal =
function composition
Q: Is this true?
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What I’m trying to claim here is that data driven systems are just composition. All
these things are just composition. Composing systems out of links and forms is a
great idea!

hypermedia =
link following = N+1 Network I/O
graph navigation = N+1 Network I/O
JVM object reference traversal =
function composition
Q: Is this true?
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But the composition is busted by I/O because we have to make it fast.

Simple component. How many links and forms?
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Lets dive into it. What does it take to optimize this simple component?
Importantly, look how it composes so nicely. The composition is done via link
following. It’s actually a screenshot of hyperfiddle - this is 100% data driven through
forms and link following. That’s not important right now though.
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How do you make this fast? -- JOINs. This page needs the form record, and also get
the select options at the same time.
What are the green circles? -- Link following. Since this is data driven, it’s modeled as
form with links. Select options are embed links.
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The control flow is moved into the backend. The backend bakes in upfront knowledge
of the access patterns to predict and prefetch for the client.
Q: Why is the backend a place we care about? -- Optimization!
An optimization! This “backend” concept is a made up in-between place in order to
make everything faster.

(“Backend” is also a convenient place to do security - a trusted point of control. But
Control shouldn’t necessarily be tied to the notion of Place.)

Backend For Frontend
anti pattern
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Different clients have different access patterns.
To eliminate round trips, the backend has to have advance knowledge of the client’s
needs.

Q: Is this REST?
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It is an explosion of HTTP custom endpoints to cover all possible data access
patterns.
Sure, I’m okay with calling this REST. We can argue the semantics of that, but in the
vernacular this is REST.
But it’s definitely not data driven, which is the thing we care about.
Data driven means no code. And there’s tons of code in the backend-for-frontend
pattern. BFFs are not general purpose.

Q: GraphQL?
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Does GraphQL fix this?

GraphQL
“A query language for your API”
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First what is GraphQL?
It lets you hydrate resources with nested resources in one go.
I look at this and see composition and link following.
Composition and link-following are the same thing, if the data is local.
Think about how you’d implement this query against some hashmap tree or graph
thing you have in memory.

Gender/shirt-size problem
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Control flow. Shirt size options depends on the value of gender.
Data can’t express control flow; only code can do that.
GraphQL has a directive language for embedding control flow in queries.
Directive languages in general are an indicator that something is wrong, that they’re a
symptom of PLOP - because if we had the data local, we could use a real language in
the first place.
Q: GraphQL with directives means we can move back to a general purpose backend,
right?
Q2: What is the process which turns this GraphQL query with directives, into actual
database queries?
A: No - it’s an N+1 query problem. It’s not efficient. Directives have to evaluate in the
server, not in the database. So we have to split it into many separate queries.
GraphQL needs a really complicated query adapter to actually turn GraphQL queries
into real database queries. The adapter’s job is to magically make this fast. You can’t
magically make N+1 problems vanish. People have been trying to do that for 20 years
in ORM. Which is what we’re about to talk about.

Q: Does Datomic have this problem? -- No, because if data is local, round trips cost
zero, so N+1 doesn’t matter. If you back GraphQL with Datomic, you’re in a much
better place, this directive problem gets easier. Your directive language ends up being
just clojure.
https://github.com/mugli/learning-graphql/blob/master/4.%20Querying%20with%20Dir
ectives.md

Entity-relationship diagram
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Say we have a GraphQL query that says, for this application, show me a load
balancer.
(-> app [:runs-on first :hosted-by first :in :in])
link following = graph traversal = references = function composition

Q: Write code to get from App to Load Balancer
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Q: Write code to get from App to Load Balancer
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JSON
Scala case class
Clojure records or hashmaps
Plain Old Java Objects

Tables and relationships
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Where did my relationships go?
Accidental complexity: FK, join tables, Sparse tables (many-to-many)
“Relational Databases Lack Relationships” 11

Q: Write code to get from App to Load Balancer
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Q: Write code to get from App to Load Balancer
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Application code needs to abstract over FKs and join tables
What are different ways we can do this?
Lazy or eager? How eager?
Is there any control flow?
We can name this abstraction, hmmm, well what are we doing?

Q: What should we name this abstraction?
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This picture defines the Object/Relational Impedance Mismatch
It just means it’s not mechanical to map between graphs and tables

Q: So what? What’s the problem?
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It’s just link following. Seems a fine abstraction to me.

Q: How many database round trips?
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N+1 problem
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N+1 problem moving data between places

Q: How do you solve N+1 problem?
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Get code and data in the same place.
If traversals have no latency - it doesn’t matter how many traversals you do.
Two ways to make traversals cost zero.
1.
2.

Cache: Now we’re eventually consistent.
Push more UI knowledge into the database.

What’s the third way? -- Immutability

"What goes in the cache? What form
does it take? When does it get
invalidated? Whose problem are all
these questions? Yours! Your
problem!
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This means putting code in the backend. A lot of it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cym4TZwTCNU&feature=youtu.be&t=827

“ORM is complex, and declarative
data manipulation is simpler.” (2011)
“Or maybe you're buying some fancy
ORM that makes it your problem with
another a layer on top of your
problem. Now you have two
problems." (2012)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cym4TZwTCNU&feature=youtu.be&t=827
I actually really dislike his quips about ORM.
The audience kind of laughs when he throws up his hands,
Its like that knowing nod between two people who consider themselves elite.
We’re all Clojure programmers, right? We’re smarter than everybody! If only those
silly Java peasants were as smart and educated as we are!

Q: Why is declarative data manipulation simpler?
“You can get declarative data manipulation by
using SQL or learning SQL, finally. Or something
like LINQ or something like Datalog. … Rules,
declarative rule systems, instead of embedding a
bunch of conditionals in our raw language at every
point of decision, it’s nice to sort of gather that stuff
and put it over someplace else.” (2011)
-- Rich Hickey
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What does that even mean?
(transition)

Trick question
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Good thing those joins are declarative, right? I actually found that last quote this
afternoon sitting in a starbucks and re-reading simple-made-easy. Up until then I
thought Rich was talking about Datomic’s information model. I didn’t think he was
talking about JOINs. Maybe it’s both. Okay, SQL is declarative. But it doesn’t matter.
The data we’re manipulating in SQL is the wrong data.

Q: Why is declarative data manipulation simpler?
“[Wrapping data in objects is wrong] … Which also applies to
ORM is that it will tie your logic to representational things,
which again is tying, complecting, intertwining. So represent
data as data. Please start using maps and sets directly.”
(2011) -- Rich Hickey
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Now he’s definitely talking about the Datomic information model. How does Datomic
store sets? How is that different from how relational databases store sets? What are
the consequences of these different choices? Why is it better for me to think in sets in
the first place when I want to think about graphs? It’s time to get the pain under our
microscopes.
The people in this room can probably be split into two camps.
There’s the people who hate ORM and don’t use it, obviously i emphasize with that
view.
There’s the people who hate ORM and do use it, I emphasize with that view too.
These camps have violent flamewars. All flamewars stem from a values conflict. Any
flamewar, no matter what the flamewar, take a step back and ask yourself what your
values are and what your opponent’s values are.
But in 2011 Datomic didn’t exist yet to us, it came out in 2012. Rails in 2005 or
something. ActiveRecord pattern written about by Martin Fowler in 2003. Spring in
2002. Hibernate in 2001. EJB 1998. Datomic’s information only works because
between 2000 and 2012, Moore’s law doubled a bunch of times and cloud-scale
resources for compute and storage became available.

Transparent database access patterns
YOLO Clojure Rockstar (just use sets dummy)
Write volumes of SQL
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You can’t rockstar functional programmer your way out of it. The phrase “Clojure
doesn’t need an ORM” lacks too much nuance to be useful. The only thing you can do
is have exact control over what is happening, and just deal with all the complexity
yourself.
Damned with an ORM, and damned without one.
Which is more important for your domain?
Thinking in graphs? Or transparent database access patterns?
As Rich says, everything we’re just talked about, is now your problem. So what does
declarative data manipulation in SQL look like as your data gets more relational?

Alexander Ioffe, Nasdaq OMX
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Well that SQL code is not abstract because SQL has poor notions of composition
really smart macro that emits SQL...

Alexander Ioffe, Nasdaq OMX

Slick: “Functional Relational Mapping for Scala”
http://slick.lightbend.com/
https://www.meetup.com/scala-phase/events/240943764/
Scala code, Typesafe, Composable
This is definitely function composition, and code reuse.
Slick is a monad
Monad basically is how you define composition.
Function composition is the simplest composition, that’s the identity monad.
Monads let you define how composition works.
Here composition is used to define an AST, and then later it is compiled into SQL.
Slick is cool. You can get some super nested queries and keep them composable and
maintainable.
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Slick emitted sql

(This bug is cherry picked from 2015, and since fixed)
https://blog.scalac.io/2015/01/27/rough-experience-with-slick.html

How does this bug even happen?
I wonder if they used types to prove it correct.
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Alexander Ioffe, Nasdaq OMX
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Speaking of types. Your slick code needs to pass the typechecker, of course. So
you’ll need to hold this in your head..

Q: Does Slick have a gender/shirt-size problem?
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Yes, SQL doesn’t have control flow, if statements have to run on JVM. You still have
a BFF, it just has a more composable query language.
How do we fix this? -- You’d need to run JVM code in the database.

Could Slick emit control flow as
Oracle stored procedure?
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If queries have zero latency it doesn't matter how many queries we make.
Don’t care about N+1, so aren’t doing any JOIN at all.
We probably just toasted the query optimizer, and it still doesn’t scale, and the
database is still a special place with limited resources.
So, No. However,
Q: What does this architecture remind you of? -- Datomic Peer

Q: Does it compose?
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So, I have friends who use slick, and they say it works out alright, so i’ll lay off.
Slick lets us get super deep nested JOIN and stay sane with composition in the
queries. You could dynamically compose different query builder functions depending
on which page you’re on. You’ll get a lot of code reuse out of that.
But now you’re at scale. Will a relational db be fast enough, or will you have to hand
tweak the queries? Will you have to denormalize?

Relational queries are about sets.
filter big sets down to small sets

Graph Databases - O’reilly
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The more relational your query, the worse it scales, and it gets bad fast.
What’s going on here?

Q: What’s the big-O of this JOIN?
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Table scans are O(n)
Index lookups are O(log-n)
Why is each index lookup log-n? - They’re sorted

O(n log n)
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A department lookup for each employee - N lookups times log-n.
I wouldn’t say this scales good. Even with indexes, more rows considered = slower.
This chart shows the hilarious irony of relational modeling. The more relational your
domain, the more the relational database model struggles with performance, the less
you want to use a relational database. Isn’t that ironic?
To be clear, Datomic datalog queries are relational, and have the same big-oh.

Q: Big-O of this query? How many JOINs?
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It depends, right? How parallel is it?
Is each box separate? Some of them are nested inside one another?
How inter-related are the collections?
C * N log N ?
(N log N)^C ?
Performs linearly worse as data gets bigger, because more data is considered, the
sets are larger
Performs superlinearly worse as model gets more nested, because the JOINs get
deeper
Now we go and learn about ETL.
OK we’re done talking about JOIN pain and how the relational model slows down as
data gets bigger

ORM recap
●
●
●
●
●

Essentially, ORM = graph <-> relational
Relational scales badly with nested relations
Relational scales badly with number of records
Relational causes backends for frontends - hand-coded optimizations
Breaks composition

Data driven or fast: pick one
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Tons of code is written, special to the backend, to coordinate all these places in order
to make things fast. To be data driven you have to delete all this code.
So the obvious next step is to not use a relational database. Lets use a graph
database!

GraphQL adapter for SQL is ORM

=

=
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Rewind stack to GraphQL.
GraphQL adapter is literally impossible to build correctly on top of relational model
because it is literally an ORM.
This is why GraphQL on a relational database, in my opinion is not very useful for
building apps of the 2020s. It is debatably useful today, that comes down to what your
values are. Object relational mapping is poison, even if -- especially if -- you try to
pretend it isn’t there. Do you like your poison in a nice labeled bottle, or do you prefer
poison kool-ade?
(transition - dataloader)
Our GraphQL app grows into an adult app and performs like shit, what do we do?
Userland caching and batching. At least the ORMs have 10 years of field experience
and you’ll have the knobs you need to survive. Will your GraphQL adapter have the
knobs you need to survive? Whoops.
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https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=15005130

Recap
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GraphQL solves just the top half and hides the bottom half in an adapter.
This is all caused by the way relational databases work and their inability to handle
relations at scale.
Why does Facebook do it? Facebook can just cache stuff.

Neo4j reference traversal is O(1)
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Alright enough of all this attempting to abstract this and failing
Lets just use a graph database.
No impedance mismatch here!
Do any link following you want without caring about the cost
Q: Why is Neo4j reference traversal O(1) ? - Index-free adjacency

Q: What is the cost of reference traversal on JVM?

81

This slide is about PLOP !

Values :)

PLOP :(
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https://gist.github.com/jboner/2841832
Speed of light

Index free adjacency

Relations are about sets. O(log n) lookups at best
References are about connections. O(1)
“The reason for this is that in Neo4j, graph traversals are executed with
constant speed independent of total size of the graph. There are no set
operations involved that decrease performance as seen with join operations
in RDBMS.” https://www.infoq.com/articles/graph-nosql-neo4j
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It means you can follow links fast without needing to maintain a sorted index to do
lookups.

https://www.infoq.com/articles/graph-nosql-neo4j

Q: Is Datomic index-free adjacency?
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I actually don’t know the answer. Maybe?
List-of-datoms is not index-free, you need an entity index
Storage is loaded in segments though
What is the storage format? If you touch an entity, what are you guaranteed to have
local in peer now?
The peer could however incrementally maintain the entity graph natively though, it is
mechanical
Once you touch an entity, you can reuse the entity as well
It matters less for a second reason - Datomic query is distributed, so its easy to just
pay for more compute to make things faster

More graph database benefits
”whiteboard friendly”
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Schema not imposed upfront - you can add to it without needing to change old stuff
that already is finished
Facebook

Q: Why isn’t everyone doing graph dbs?
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2017

87

2016
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“Cluster”

PLOP :(

Each machine in cluster maintains a copy of the graph (index free adjacency)
Better be some fat machines!
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Compare to Datomic
Datomic doesnt have a cluster
Reads are distributed
Reads are consistent
Queries don’t compete for resources

Q: Does it compose?
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I dont know, what do you think?
First it all has to fit in the neo4j cluster - How much compute do you have?
How much RAM do you have? It all has to fit in memory of each machine in the
cluster.
This is due to the update-in-place write mechanism.
The gitter guy says compute wasn’t the bottleneck, or IO or storage, it was the
process itself.
OK maybe that’s an implementation issue. Can it be fixed?
Are the queries index-free, or relational? Does it matter? Hooking a bunch of
companies together = relational
What are they doing that’s so hard? Is it competing with other processes for
resources like incremental maintenance for incoming writes? I dont know.
So if all this data fits in ram of your slave replica, maybe you’re good
Your cluster better be really a beast
If the superset of all your data doesn’t fit in ram at the same time, you need a
map/reduce streamy thing
How will Datomic do? I would expect it to be compute bounded. The datomic peer
dedicates 100% compute to this query and does not interfere with any other peer.
At least we have the right primitives to think about making this possible.

Q: Does it compose?
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Not if we have to talk about places!
Neo4j cluster is fundamentally a centralized system
I think Datomic actually has a shot at doing this
Datomic peers are distributed
Datomic peers only load the data they need - not the entire world
Datomic peers only do query compute - compute is not shared

Anyway this was just a thought exercise. It’s not that important.

Q: Your data eventually got big and Neo4j is slowing
down what do you do?
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Just one application

Denormalize

PLOP :(

“MongoDB was doing its job quite well for simple querying and storing figure data as documents, but the aggregation and
recursive queries were spiraling out of control. … Neo4J is great, but it gets slower with complicated queries and
increased data scale. … New query requirements such as private users and private photos which only owners and
superusers are able to see started breaking the system, we couldn't cache anything due to completely dynamic calculations
… As our database grew, Neo4j started getting slower and slower with no clear path for scaling or optimization …
PostgreSQL is perfect for writing aggregation functions, complex queries. However this had performance impacts. Category
hierarchies were not changing too often and our data was unidirectional, from parent categories to child categories to
figures. So we decided to denormalize and store the parent category information of each category in a concatenated string
identifier such as parent1|parent2|parent3|. This approach allowed us to make recursive queries, also we no longer needed
Neo4J, MongoDB or any other database but PostgreSQL thanks to the denormalized precalculated paths. Since
PostgreSQL uses indexes for like queries, it's working quite fast when we compare with the MongoDB and Neo4j stack.”
source - July 2016
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??? neo4j reference traversal should not scale with data size
What’s going on here, that it’s not meeting expectations?
Relational queries will have similar issues to postgres

Lets split our data across even more places and add even more code to coordinate it
Oh BTW now you need an expert in data denormalization.. Go and learn about 2NF
and 6NF
What does that even mean. I don’t even care. I’m not learning that.
So much for abstraction. Performance trumps abstraction yet again.
So that’s the reason for the backend-for-frontend pattern. There’s just no escaping it!

Recap
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Look at all these places we have to coordinate.
But at least it’s possible. Without this, the business fails.

Other approaches
MongoDB - document traversal is index-free; but cross doc relations is full scan
BASE databases - cache and be eventually consistent - Facebook
CQRS and event sourcing - Immutable, some ceremony, datomic is simpler
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Don’t have time to get into this. CQRS works. It’s also not very simple. There’s a lot of
ceremony. Ask me about this another time.

“Programs are increasingly
about code, and decreasingly
about data. And I think that’s
a mistake” -- Rich Hickey
“Nothing composes
with places” -- Rich Hickey
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So we just spent an hour to understand what Rich stated in 10 seconds. Why with
update-in-place database tech, we can’t use composition to build distributed systems.
Places don’t compose. Graph database doesn’t help, because graph database is still
a place.
So let’s finish solving the puzzle already, shall we?
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Database is no longer a special place
Why is there only one? Why not three?
No N+1 problem, no optimizations around data fetching
There is no data fetching. Datomic says that once the peer is warmed up, all data is
local.
Since all data is local, we don’t need any code to optimize it. Don’t care about N+1
database requests.

What about the browser?
Put datoms in the browser (Reactive Datalog / Web After Tomorrow)

Or, Put browser in the peer
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https://github.com/metasoarous/datsys
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Put browser in peer - what does that mean?
Think of this as server side rendering. Now your app is running in the datomic peer.
You’ve got the data in the same process as your app code. Code your app in portable
Clojure and run it in both places. It can run slow in the browser with link following. It
can run fast in the server with server side rendering. The client can optimistically
update in response to user input while it waits for the server to confirm it - just like a
3D shooter game on xbox.
That’s the naive approach, and it works great. Hyperfiddle does this.

Clojure runs in many places
Data is location independent
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Hyperfiddle apps are values, like HTML
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But there’s a better way. Remember this slide?
Local data means we can do Hypermedia now. Links and Forms are values, like
HTML. Hyperfiddle is a theoretically sound basis for data driven UIs. Link following is
free.
That’s what it means to be a fully general hypermedia client - it means you build
arbitrary apps with simple composition, and the apps will scale. Hyperfiddle UIs are
literally coded as data.
The UI is 100% auto-generated from this data. The widgets are pure functions.
Custom HTML expressions are pure functions. Userland never experiences I/O.

http://hyperfiddle.net/~dustin.getz/ezpkb21haW4gbmlsLCA6cHJvamVjdCAifmR1c3Rp
bi5nZXR6IiwgOmxpbmstZGJpZCAjRGJJZFsxNzU5MjE4NjA2MDEzNyAxNzU5MjE4N
jA0NTQyMl0sIDpxdWVyeS1wYXJhbXMgezplbnRpdHkgI0RiSWRbMTc1OTIxODYwN
DU0MzQgMTc1OTIxODYwNDgxOTJdfX0,#

Hyperfiddle
form value
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http://hyperfiddle.net/~dustin.getz/ezpkb21haW4gbmlsLCA6cHJvamVjdCAifmR1c3Rp
bi5nZXR6IiwgOmxpbmstZGJpZCAjRGJJZFsxNzU5MjE4NjA2MDEzNyAxNzU5MjE4N
jA0NTQyMl0sIDpxdWVyeS1wYXJhbXMgezplbnRpdHkgI0RiSWRbMTc1OTIxODYwN
DU0MzQgMTc1OTIxODYwNDgxOTJdfX0,#

Hyperfiddle
link value
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http://hyperfiddle.net/~dustin.getz/ezpkb21haW4gbmlsLCA6cHJvamVjdCAifmR1c3Rp
bi5nZXR6IiwgOmxpbmstZGJpZCAjRGJJZFsxNzU5MjE4NjA2MDEzNyAxNzU5MjE4N
jA0NTQyMl0sIDpxdWVyeS1wYXJhbXMgezplbnRpdHkgI0RiSWRbMTc1OTIxODYwN
DU0MzQgMTc1OTIxODYwNDgxOTJdfX0,#

Hyperfiddle
query value
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http://hyperfiddle.net/~dustin.getz/ezpkb21haW4gbmlsLCA6cHJvamVjdCAifmR1c3Rp
bi5nZXR6IiwgOmxpbmstZGJpZCAjRGJJZFsxNzU5MjE4NjA2MDEzNyAxNzU5MjE4N
jA0NTQyMl0sIDpxdWVyeS1wYXJhbXMgezplbnRpdHkgI0RiSWRbMTc1OTIxODYwN
DU0MzQgMTc1OTIxODYwNDgxOTJdfX0,#

Q: Does it compose?
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Compose into systems?
Data is local, don’t care about round trips - Yes - Why?
(Transition)
everything is all in the same place, or rather the data is structured such that the data
can be anywhere and it doesn’t matter the place.

Hyperfiddle in Hyperfiddle
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It even composes with itself in mind meltingly recursive ways - here is hyperfiddle
editing itself
If you’d like me to email you when this system is usable against your pre-existing
datomic databases - log into hyperfiddle.net.

Extra slides
(Come collect your $20)
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Q: Is this function composition?
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View code for select options widget running in a browser
There’s I/O right in the middle of it.
Even if it satisfies the english definition of composition,
The presence of I/O means it’s not function composition. At least not in Clojure.

